From: NETLAB 1402-00000331 <jhietschold@collin.edu>
To: <jhietschold@collin.edu>
Date: 12/10/2014 12:28 PM
Subject: SYSTEM ALERT: Disk subsystem requires maintenance. Please contac...

NETLAB+ Serial Number : 1402-00000331
IP Address            : 10.7.71.203
Technical Contact     : Julie Hietschold (jhietschold@collin.edu)
Business Contact      : NetLab Team (netlab_support@collin.edu)

Alert Message:
Disk subsystem requires maintenance. Please contact NDG for assistance. md1 degraded sda=up sdb=down, md6 degraded sda=up sdb=down, md7 degraded sda=up sdb=down, md8 degraded sda=up sdb=down, md5 degraded sda=up sdb=down

This message was automatically generated by the NDG NETLAB+ system and sent to the contacts above. These contacts are configured by the local NETLAB+ administrator.

NDG NETLAB+ (www.netdevgroup.com)